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This article deals with the effects of exchange rate fluctuations in non-Wakasian macromodels. A 
demand driven model (‘Keynesian Unemployment’) and a supply driven model (‘Classical 
Unemployment’), both estimated on Swiss datn, are alternatively considered. In each case an 
exchange rate modification and possible accompanying policy measures are considered. The 
feasible consequences on employment and the balance of trade are investigated by means of a 
geometric comparative static technique. For each type of fix-price equilibrium, the favourable 
conditions for a devaluation aqd a revaluation are thus emphasised. 

e final collapse of exchange rate parities in 1973, exchange rates of 
most industrial countries have fluctuated widely and, apparently at least, 
somewhat erratically. This course of action has given rise to the concern of 

increased uncertainty among traders and 
oreover, for the great majority of countries 

the fluctuations of their own currency vis- 
st in the short run, a major cause of happy 

but rather to acknowledge its instabil 

.v. (Nort olland) 
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are the ones that would ffurther drive 

of fluctuation of the exe 
ur contention is t 

take place automatically at th 
proper magnitude to 
Walrasian equilibrium. oreover, a devaluation or 
have different e cts according to the type of temporary equilibrium 
characterising the eco 

We therefore adopt the conceptual framework of non- 
e macromodels, and especially those based on the Clow 
e haviour, which is obtained through the maximisat 
agent’s preference function, subject to its budget or technological constraint 
and all quantity constraints except the one relevant fclr the market for which 
it is derived. 

This approach leads to a polar aracterisation of equilibria in, among 
others, a demand driven economy (’ ynesian Unemployment’) and a supply 
driven economy (‘Classical Unemployment’).2 

If the introductio of the foreign sector is quite straightforward in the 
demand driven case as long as exports are exogenous with respect to the 
domestic flow variables), it implies a departure from the standard model in 
the supply driven case. In this type of equilibrium indeed the consumption of 
domestic goods by .households is residual (government and foreign markets 
are served first). This situation induces thus a s port 
of co~~sumption goods. Imports by firms and will 
t sre be given a different treatment. 

en facing a devaluation or a revaluation, policy actions envisa are 
of two kinds: public expenditures on the one hand, price policies of i ters 

an (1974) a alinv 
the ( 
ies, si 
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cteristics of the economy’s foreign 
owed to vary, ta ing into account 

considered in this respect. 
I~cy actions only, and the intervals of 

sibke range for the instruments. All 

0th tlpcs of models (demand 
iss data for Lhe same 

ine on the basis of 
period, ‘Keynesian’ 

ntrary, if these concepts have any relevance at ali 
with which we agree), it lies for reasons of 

also more complex. 
treme cases proves 

often essential before tackling more complex situations, and comparing the 
effects of counteracting the fluctuations of the exchange rate under each of 
the extreme re imes already provides useful indications about the ability to 
act within an intermediate situation. 

2.1. General features 

The basic setup is the usual non-Walrasian macromodel with one 
aggregate commodity, one energy product, one type of labour and fiat money 
as the sole asset. 

he commodity and the energy product are available in quantity Q+IM 
where Q is the domestic production, im the non-energy imports, and E 

thd energy produ y imported. They are consumed in quantity C by 
the households, I firms, G by the government and Ex by the rest of 
the world. kabour is supplied in quantity N by households, who hold an 



and 8 labsur ~~~strai~~t for is s 
110 . e 

along with the defini 

T 

= pexEx - p&n - pe E. 

Eq. (DA) expresses the demand for consumption goods as a function of 
actual income wN (money wage rate times act rice 
level p, the interest rate s and initial cash balance 

activity Q and its own price g,, since the model ssumes no possible 
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oods. This can easily be seen by 

their co~s~mptio~ of stic goods (bounded by Cd”), and 

heir income w ich exceeds the fraction 

and for imported goods can be written 

Cim -f5( Yim, Pim, S, 

el is composed of the following equations: 
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(S.2)] and the resi ual aspect of the co 
(SJ)]. ?‘his latter character&z 
first, which can be jus 
economy as a whole. 
th.e possibility of imp 

. The price sector 

he price varia,bles are assume arakk from the 
core of the economy in the short 
a variation in the exchange rate. 

Assuming a relative variation P= dr-/r of the exchange rate, we posit t 
following relatio 0s for prices: 

Bex = Yexfr osy,, 5 1, 

“$ 
P ex =iex l 

fj __p 

rence of status among these parameters should be noted, as it will 
rove important in the sequel: Impcktant price elasticity (rim) d export 

price elasticity !&,) depend to so e extent 019 Vie willi 
capabilities of importers and exporters to pass thle effect 
variation on ‘co their custom IL They can there 
somewhat controllable nature. he elasticities of th 

e structural char 

i&X 

ewe, 



evaluation (S > 0) increases the 
as no effect on the profitability 

en tt is att its highest value, the full effect of the 
tability ($,, >O), but has no impact on the 

reflects thus the trade-off between 
competitiveness (yeX 

t treatment. A change in pe incurred by a 
owing to competitivity considerations on the 

The 
period 

PiC its c 

parameters of the model have been estimated on Swiss data, for the 
1980, with one exception for the export function, which has been 

estimat the 1964-1980 period because of data availability. The model 
has the written in rates of variation, except the balance of trade, which 
appears in absolute variation.4 Econometric results and the transformation of 
identities are discussed in the appendix. The only two exogenous variables 
assumed to vary are the rate of exchange r and public expenditures G. The 

riables are therefore dropped from the model written in 

3. i. The deckhand driven tmpiricaI model 

it is formed of the eight equations defining the flow variables and 
s the six equations referrin o prices. Unless otherwise 
es are now rates of variation. 



7t =?im -P9 
P =0*2Q Pim + (a.03 Pev 

P ex “‘)PexYv 05zy,x =< 1, 

P im =Yirnr9 oBj+mS 19 

p&F =r, 

P% = Pex - p* 

The causal outline for the whole model can then r~p~eseut~d by the 
given in fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Graph af the d’emand driven empirical model. 

As expected, the vatious prices d exports appear in the first three levels, 
before the strong component correspon 

uences. The strong component 
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ti~;n of the exchange rate on the l!alance of 
value and the volume side. 
ightforwardly on the respective magnitudes of 

turn a similar dual 

e complex. An induced change in the price of 
e effect on the balance of trade and an indirect 

ctive demand. Import prices have at their 
ugh the volume of imports, as well as an 

induced effect throu h households* consumption. 

3.2. The supply driven empirical model 

The supply driven model is also composed of the nine equations defining 
the flow variables, plus the six equations referring to prices. The link o’ 
between the demand for labour and the real wage rate has not 5een 
estimated, partly because of the lack of reliable data, partly because of its 
sensitivity to the firms’ expectations. Besides, it embodies the effect of a tax 
incentive to hire labour. It was therefore decided to let this parameter vary 
over the closed interval [O. 1,0.7], whose bounds were ‘set by cross 
examination of the relevant series? 

Written in rates of variation, the equations are as follows: 

N = VP, O.l~v~O.7, 

Q = 0.99 N, 
lrnf = 1.29 Q - 0.56 X, 
E = 1.21 Q-0.09/~, 
Cim =0.60 Yim--0,30pi,, 

Cd ===2.03 Q-0.24 .- 0.89 Ex -t 0.68 Itnf-f- 0.03 E, -0.05sG50.1, 

!P$- 1835 1 Cim, - 62094.5 Pim - 6495.5 (E + !T,,), 
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Fig. 2. Graph of the supply driven empirical model. 

ows of causality are unkIirect~ona1 from the price level to employment, 
output and the various demands. 

The only impact of public expenditures on the balairGr; I$ tra SW + is therefore ___ 
a negative one, through the crowding o’mt of private consumption of domestic 
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oost given to the import of consumption 

nnels through which Yim exerts an influence 
&ally twofold. First, the,e is a joint direct and 

elative prices of imports, which induces a 
turn those have a negative impac? on 

ports of ~or~sumptio~ oods thro~~gh the residual income. Second, 
there is am indirect effect on the ich induces a change in 

disposable and residual 
the price of energy. 

ive statics 

4.1. An outline 

Most of the studies concerned with non-Walrasian macromodels rely 
heavily on geometric ill strations, based on the partitioring of the plane of a 
selected pair of esogen In the case of a closed economy for 
instance,, each sub-region of the plane considered - corresponding to sub- 
sets of pairs of value of the exogenous variables - will characterise one of 
the possible extreme states of the economy (Keynesian or Classical 
!_.! iiemplo ymen t, Repressed Inflation). Even though it is not free of 
criticisms,’ such an ap h has proven useful in giving a broad overview 
of the situations consid 

Its extension to open economies on the other hand might prol!e 
cumbersome, as more parameters (or exogenous variables) must be taken 
into account. 

In this stt:dy e shall make a extensive use of a dilT”rent geometric 
approach due to ssier (1982a, b). roadly speaking, this method consists in 
studying the projection in selected planes of relevant endogenous variables of 

metric figun:, defined in an n-dimensional space, genera&l by al! 
ble combinations of values of the variable parametc;rs (or exogenous 

riables). Thus, in our case, we shall study in th 
rade) plane thi: feasibl for these two va 

characterisec! by lues of various prize 
elasti~it~~s ublic eY 

8 
. 

he point of de econoz3etric mo of 02 relatio 



endogenous variables y ii3fld k exogefaouS variab 

h(y; 4 = Q, 

which is linearised around the point (yO; z,), 

with A = ahjay’, B = dh,fd;z’ and y=y-y,,, dz==,7--20. 

r rdy’ 1 '1 
0 

1 b= 8 , 

1 
-m . 

ere u is an auxiliary variable equal to 1, the original system ca 
he compact form 

which permits the exogenous variables anld the parameters to be given a 
symmetrica! treatment (they are both elements di, of matrix D). 

ow, the crux of the matter is to consider that t 
take their value over a set of closed intervals., dfj s 

corresponding to parameters (or exogenous variables 

For our problems mvolving exchange rate: variations ( kall 
mainly consider as variable parameters elasticities of prices with respect to 
the exchange rate (the y’s), and public expenditures (G). 

aving thus defined in the space of parameters a compact 7aralleloto 

we now want to stu ties of the 
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ments linking pairs 
from extreme points ID(‘) and D(“) 

P directly in the 
erms of simulation 

miss part of the 

arameter values. 

projection of P 0:~ 
ection of P in the 

cteristic points of 
d the edges linking these points. 
ns on the endogenous variables 

the relevant hypotheses about 

5.1. Introductov rendarks 

The terms 6devaluation9 and ‘revaluation’ used in the sequel are not fully 
appropriate in a world of flexible exchange rates, or, if sne prefers, repressed 

what external or internal forces cause the rate of 
ncy to go up (devaluation) or down (revaluation) 

this paper. The fact is that, at various degrees and in 
s, they do exist, independently of decisions made by 

lo Another fact is that, within certain limits, these forces 
annihilated by various policy measures, at 

sly determined 1Opb devaluation (r ==COO) 



~~~erve~~~~~ in t.ke sense 
measures would fully count 
rate. The second point ( 
characterised by yex = 0 

5.2. Bolytopes for the demnnd 

5.2.1. The devaluation 

posit a 10% devaluation (r i0) and considler the polytope 

bY variations, within the dema driven model, of the policy p 
specified above. ‘The polytope is a three-dimensional geometric figure in the 

l7 space. rejection in the (IV, d is given in fig. 3. 
The Iota of this set of feasibl shows1 that in a y case a 

devaluation wou1.d increase at least one of the two objectit es consi 

oreover, a great 
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foreign currency export prices (p 
devaluation on their import pric 
its spending by 5y0. Symmetrical 
the: case where the variation rate of p:x and pin, is equal ts the rate OF 
devaluation and the increase in G is at its upper bound. 

Let us now look more closely at the link between the s 
polytope and the assumptions made on the policy parameters. 
first the government spending which, as shown in 3.1, has here the usuali 
open multiplier eflect. A ceteris ribus variation from -5% to + 10% of G 
induces a translation correspon g to an increase of 1% of the employ 
variation rate and a deteriorat of 1395 millions of the balance of trade. 

mong the three policy measures 6 appears to be the most appropriate to 
c+orrect the effects on employment an d the least eficient for what co 
the balance of trade. This is characterized by the relatively low slope 
edges II,--&, D, -Da, D,-D, or &-D,. Note that this slope can be 
interpi-eted as the cost, in terms of balance of trade deterioration, which has 
to be paid in order to increase N by l%.14 The relative efficiency of G for 
stabilising employment is indeed a natural consequence of the Keynt2sian 
structure considered here. 

Turning now to the correction ability of the exchange rate elasticity yex of 
the export price, we can examine for example the edge IQ--D, (or 
equivalently D5 -II,). When yex moves from. 1 to 0, i.e., when an increased 
competitiveness is preferred to an increased profitability, N increases by 
while the induced deterioration of the balankze of trade amounts to 
millions. 

As for the effect of the exchange rate elasticity yi,,, of the import price. it is 
characterised for example by the edge II,--D2 (or equivalently by D,-Pa 
slope of this edge (- 10975 millions for a l:/, increase in N) is slightly 
(1.4 times) than the one assoc C to y_. It appears thus to be the 
fundamental measure which sho be activated in order to stabilise the 
balance of trade. The magnitude ef its possible effects is, however, smaller 
than for yex. Indeed, a movement from yiln = 11 towlards yrnt =Q in only a 
4390 million increase of the balance of trade :at the cost of a 0.41: ease of 
Pil. 

g now at the frontier 0 
~avourable consequences of the deval 



D, the non-dominated combinations of intervention 
measures corres to cases where yeX is at its upper bound (p,*, = 0) and 
‘,qi,pg at its lower bound (pi,,, -0). The set of the so-called Pareto optimal 
Ipoints is here obtained by varying G, the public exlpenditure variation rate. 

6, yirn is at its lower bound (pi, =0) and G at its upper 
minated points are generated here by acting upon the 

elasticity of the export price. Finally, between D, and D,, the two measures 
which have to be ept fixed are yeX at its lower bound (p,*, -2 -r) and G at its 
upper bound. Th optimal points correspond then to various levels of yim, 
the elasticity of the import price. 

To summarize the findings, let us consider as reference what we have 
-intervention’ situation, i.e., the point NO corresponding to ;I~,~ 
)q J’im X 1 (pi, = r) and G =O. Starting from this point NO it 

comes that the only way to improve employment is by increasing G. 0n the 
ether hand, the alance of trade deficit could be stabilised by acting either 
uPon Yirn or upan yvx, the former being the less expensive in terms of 
employment deterioration. To reach the compromise edge D,-Ds would 
require acting both on Yim and yeX. A joint intervention upon ;(im and G 
would Permit to achieve the compromise situations on the edge D,- D7, 
while all three policy measures have to be activated in order to attain a 
point upon ;he D5-D, edge. 

52.2. The ret~aluation 

We now consider an exogenously determined IO:/; revaluation (r = - 0. I@) 
together with the same feasible accompanying policy measures. The polytope 
obtained is again a three dimensional geometric figure. Its projection on the 
(N, dRj $ane is shown in fig. 4. 

Looki first at its location with respect to the two objectives considered 
we note at lhe neutral intervention int NE is here feasible. Moreover, 
since NE is an interior point of the lytope, the !O?, revaluation can, 

on the combination of the possible accompanying measures, lead 

intervention co 
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==r) and G at its lower bound 
leads to the point R, (max N and min LIB). 
n case comes from the e 
wse of the change in th 

of efTects and eficiency of each p ‘iby parameter one can 
see that they remain the s e iis uatio; $ase. The role of G is 
~h~~r~~terised for example 4% - 

iii6 wird the edges R,-R8 and 
illustrate, respe~ti~~ely, the consequences of a change in yex and Yim. 
us now examine the upper portion of th frontier of the polytope 

which corresponds to the non-dominated policies. oints on the edge R3-R, 
will be achieved with yex = = -r) and Yim = 1 (pi, =v). 

R8 the two parameters whrc have to be kept fixed are yim 
Between R, and 
and G, both at 

their upper bounds. The situations which involve consequences on the R,-R, 
are those where yex and G are both at their upper ‘bounds. 

ote that these Pareto optimal combinations of intervention measures 
would lead to the less favourable consequences (lower portion of the frontier 
of the polytope) in the devaluation case. Thus, for instance, the no- 
intervention point NO, which lies on this portion in fig. 3. is one of the non- 
dominated policies in the revaluation case. 

Starting from this no-intervention point NO we see that the only way to 
improve slightly the balance of trade is by decreasing G. This small increase 

t3 ( + 465 millions) would be obtained at a relatively high cost in terms of 
employment deterioration ( - 0.3379. Non-dominated situations avoiding a 
deterioration in any objective (the segment A-B) would be reached by acting 
on G and ye,. This is indeed an interesting result since ;‘,m, the third 
parameter not sollicited here, is certainly the less controllable among the 
three considered. 

5.3. Bolytopes ,far the supply driven model 

The analysis c the polytopes is here somewhat more complex since, in 
addition to the rilree pal 
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el with its four varying parameters and 
e polytope to be studied is a four- 

ts projection on the ( 
tectable on this figure 

do not influence employment at 

The neutral intervention point NE does not belong to the set of feasible 
situations, but is very close to it. is means that a ‘quasi-neut 

= O.O3%, A = 0) is feasible.’ s ce the polytope lies entire1 
==O axis, it comes that the devaluation shall in any case improve 

rovement can be accompanied by either a positive or a 
balance of trade, depending on the combination of 

easures. We note also that a great proportion of the policy 
combinations would lead to an increase in both objectives. 

n the analysis of the form of the polytope by emphasising the 
role of the parameter v. When v is at its lower bound (v =O. 1) the feasible 
situations are given by the sub-polytope D1-D,-I+-D,,. For v at its upper 
bound (al=O.7), the points compatible with the range of variations of yex, yipn 

ven by the sub-polytope II,-D,-D,,--D,. Considering the 
ted by v, from one sub-polytope to the other, we see that v 

has two effects: a magnitude effect nn the IV space and a translation effect. 
xcept for these two differences, the form of the figure to be analysed 

remains the same for various values of v. We shall thus from hereon 
trate on the two extreme sub-polytolp ust mentioned. 

Contrarily to the demand driven case two objectives arc here not 
necessarily conflicting. Indeed, the maximum increase in employment (O.3oiJ 
when v ==O. 1 and 2:& when v = 0.7) can be achieved toge 



deterioratiortk which has to 

is the more &Gent yiRl 

This range is shown to be greater 

= -I+), J’jlpt z I (pi,-r) G 4, we note that it 
when v varies. atever the value of v, 

acting either on ye, or on G. 
of employment deterioration. 
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A revaluation will 
measure is used. 
compatible with a 

bound. This, wh 

The results concerning the c 
ualitatively the same. Indeed, 

( - 0.03% when v = 0.1 or -0.2% when v =0.7) can be achieved together with 
different consequences on the ba’lance of trade (edge R,-R, when v = 0.1 and 
edge k&--R, when v== 0.7). It corresponds to the situations where j!im is at its 
lower bound (pi, = 0). The most favourable effect on N3 ( + 4328 millions 
when v ~0.1 and + 4134 millions when v =0.7) can be attained only in R L 3 
(or R12) where we also have the worst impact on employment. This 
maximum in d B requires Yim be at its upper bound (pi, = r) and yex and G 
to be at their lower bounds ( =-r,(&-- , 5%). This is just the opposite of 
the devaluation ca:;e in what concerns yeX and Yim. eed, as shown for the 
demand driven model, the effect of yex and lpim is he versed because of the 
negative sign of P. 

As a characteristic of the suppl riven modei yi 
parameter which can modify the ct of the revalua 
relative efficiency to control employment increases 
with the minimum level of employment deterioratio 

e same as in the devaluation case. . 

As far as ye, and G are concerned, they can only be used to modify the 
effect on the balance of trade. The range of control for each p 
remains the same as for the devaluation case, i.e., greater corrections on ‘4~ 
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a NO point requires at least a 
ecrease in the employment 
y reducing the elasticity of the 

e macro level considered here it would be a strong 
statement to po late that any economy is entirely under one of the two 
regimes studied. It is certainly more realistic to assume that some sectors are 
demand driven and others supply driven. As a consequence, the aggregate 

ime would corr ond to some intermediate situation between the 
two cases investigated. ur purpose here is to emphasize conclusions 
about mixed regimes by comparing the findings obtained for each extreme 
case. 

We shall not discuss here the effects in absoluQe terms since these are 
largely dependent of the non-controllable parameter v in the supply driven 
case. The comparison focuses thus on the relative 8kiency of the policy 
measures with respect to the objectives considered. The results obtained for 
each parameter are summarised in table 1. 

Table 1 

~-- - 

Demand driven Supply driven 
_- -. 

Range of effect Range of effect 
--- 

Ani d( AB) A( AB)fAti AFJ A(AB) A( A&/Ad 
_D_--_ __ 

I I, 

a&, 

1395 - 1395 e O”,, 1613 x 

5479 --7827 ycx O”,, 5645 x2 

0.27”,, 3741 -3515 (a*=O.l) 

ON,, 4390 - 109;: yIrn l.S”;, -- 14500 (v=O.7) 
-qe_l____l______ - 
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sector it wilil, however, also 
elasticity of the 
sectors touGhed b 
something about their rel 
mixed regime. 

The relative importance of t e of i 
different in each regime: 
demand driven case and 
the supply driven case. In absolute terms, however, yinr a 

y measure whose effects are t e fess sensitive to the regime. 
kt us note that only 

areto optimal under eat 
d revaluation) the intervention which lea 
e balance of trade and the worst in what conczrns e 

obviously calls for two types of comments. 
the model, it is obvious that it shares most of the 

shortcomings of the first generation non- 
absence of a satisfactory (non-trivial) 
movements bet~~een periods, ancl the lack of inventory considerations, which 
hinder a smoother and richer characterisation of regimes. In this 
we can achieve with this tool is a short term co arative static arl 

ur contention, however, is that, within the range 
considered., basic characteristics driving the econ 
modified by the exogenous variations considered. 
these models are thus me 
occurrence of fluctuations in t 
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with other empirical 
e sources are: 

!;I .te s lisse, 1948-11976, 

evue mensuelle du epartement 

&d&al de Statistique, 

letin m~nsu~~ de I DN-1981, Banque 

.f.l. The and driven model 

he data used are: 

rivate consumption ex nditures at 1970 prices (1,2); 

isposable income at c ent prices ( 1,2); 
= consumption price index ( 1,2); 

rate on Swiss Federal Bonds (4); 
of households (3). 

a 
estitnate. 

estimated by 0LS over the 1960-1980 period; the 
e t-statistic is given between parentheses below each 

8 =I- 0.74 log (w/U) -- 0.65 lo (p) - 0.03 log(s) + 0.24 log (H), 
(13.64) . (24) (2.63) 

R 2 = 0.99, = 1.95. 



h :: estim;\tes obtained rio 

v 
function: 

assumWisrr made implies that the -Gage rate growth k; aft 
se. This can be considered a~ 
rate considered is net of taxf,:s. 

increases with the wages, the 1% considere 
increase in *the actual wage rate. 

(iii) Tke ncn-energy import function 

imports at 1830 prices minus i rices 
) ; 
at 1970 prices (1,2j + imports (Ptn); 

ac =piJp, where pia is the price index of Im and p the 
(1,2,3). 

LS over the 19604980 

log (Jm = ; -2.59 -I- 1.37 log(Tiij -0.3 !Og!TTj, 

(2.39) 
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relative value of the exports (5). 

owth rates, the equation is 
fcrm the parameters ate 

LS over the 19604980 period, 

k= 1.6 2=0.65, D = 1.5. 

(9 7) . 

icity is significant only at t was withheld, 
however, because of its correct sign and its relevance for the model. 

A.1.2. The supply driven model 

(i) The production function 

he data used are the same as for the labour demand function ir, the 
demand driven model. 0LS applied over the 19604980 period leads d.o the 
equation 

log (pQ) = 0.57 -t 0.99 log / v&V), I&=0.99, D W= 1.29. 
(I 3.44) (253.83) 

Assuming the relationship j =0.99ti, between the growth rates of w and p, 
we obtain for t e production function 

are: 



imates obtained by 0 

(iii) Tke e~e~gy 

ame as for the demand drive 

The data used 
ption goads at 1970 prices (3,4); 

income at current prices, minus 

of households, current prices ( 1,2); 

= number of households (3). 

The parameters were estimated by OLS over the O-1980 period, 

(7.56) 

-t-o.21 IO 

(3.02) (3.4) 

CC e~asti~ty is significant only at the 20% level. 
since its stgn is as ex and 

( 1 v e export function 

ame a.. for the 

i tities. 



ere tra 

es were used as reference va 
e responsiveness to the import prices, the 
were set, respectively, equal to the ratios 

and P,~I(PQ + pi,Jm + ~29. 

e values obtained with the 1980 data are thus 

(p/pi m) = 0.26 and (PIP,) = o-03 l 

.2.2. The supqly dri~2 model 

e identities 

Cd== --I-G-Ex+Imf+ E, 

Yim = wN - pCd, 

were transformed into 
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